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Object scrambling and quantifier float in German 

Jason Merchant 

University of California, Santa Cruz 

The distribution of floated quantifiers in Gennan bears a number of similarities to 
data discussed by Shlonsky ( 1 99 1 )  for Hebrew. showing agreement in some cases 
between the floated quantifier and the nominal quantified over. Although the pattern of 
agreement seen in Hebrew appears to be only partially attested in Gennan, I argue that 
when the coven pan of the derivation is taken into account, Gennan too exemplifies a 
biconditional relauon between the presence of agreement on a quantifier head and the 
position of the DP quantified over. 

The Gennan data can be clearly accounted for under Sportiche' s ( 1988) account of 
floating quantifiers as stranded by movement of the associated nominal; competing analyses 
of this phenomenon. which treat the floated quantifier as an adverbial, are rejected as 
having no account of the relevant agreement facts. 

I show funher that the asymmetries in the possible positions of quantifiers floated 
from subjects vs. those floated from objects follow straightforwardly from recent proposals 
concerning structure of the clause, specifically that AgrSP and TP dominate AgrOP, taken 
in conjunction with standard accounts of adJunct extracuon islands Quanufiers associated 
with subjects can be stranded in Spec-AgrSP or Spec-TP, while those associated wtth 
objects strand in Spec-AgrOP (in addition to stranding in base positions, possible for both 
subjects and objects). This difference can be seen with respect to sentential adverbials, 
which adjoin to TP (Holmberg 1993). 

On the bases of these data. I argue with Mahajan 1 994 that 'scrambling' should be 
understood as a cover tenn for two distinct types of movement: A-movement to a specifier 
of a functional projection (where a quantifier can be stranded), and A'-movement 
consisting of adjunction to any of the functional projections of the articulated Infl. 

Thanks to Chns Albert, Sandy Chung, Donka Farkas, Er1ch Groat, GertJan Potsma, and Peter 
Svenonlus for very helpful discussion, as well as to the aud1ences of UCSC's Mlntconference IX and NELS 
26. Also thanks to Klaus von Heusmger, Godehard Lmk, Armin Mester, Suzanne Preuss, and llka SaaJ for 
judgments and suggestions. I owe a special debt to discussion w1th J1m McCloskey and h1s suggesuons on 
numerous drafts, more of wh1ch I will no doubt w1sh I had taken Any remalmng errors or overs1ghts are 
my respons1b1lity 
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OBJECT SCRAMBLING AND Q-ROA T IN GERMAN IR I  

account o f  this correlation. while i t  is expected under the Q-!itranding analysis. • The Q
slranding account can treat agreement as an unexceptional instance of spec-head agreement, 
and uses the various possible stranding positions a.'i ev1dence for movement from those 
positions. Under this conception, then, Q-float can give us clues about the functional 
structure of clauses by providing a 'visible lra<.:c' of movement, so to speak. A slranded 
quantifier will appear only in a position through which its associated nominal has passed, 
typically specifiers of functional projections (see v. Gelderen 1993 for this approach to 
clausal structure as well) We will see below that this Slrategy will provide us with a rich 
diagnostic for movement In a scrambling language. 

W1th thiS proposal m mmd, let us tum now to the facts in German. 

2 Agreement and the category or all-

2. 1 Bar� all vs. infl�cud alle 

German shows a panem of agreement between the quantifier all- and the DP quantified 
over that seemingly represents a midpoint between the French case, where the quantifier 
always agrees with the DP (Sportiche 1988), and the Hebrew case, where the quantifier 
agrees only when appeanng to the nght of the DP (Shlonksy 1 99 1  ). In German, when the 
quantifier all- precedes the DP, it may appear with or without case agreement morphology 
as 10 (4), illustrated for subjects (a). direct objects (b). dative-marked objects (c), and 
genitive-marked objects (d) 2 

(4) a. Gestem haben all(e) d1ese Studenten protestiert. nom. 
y�sterday hav� all{n/ th�s�{n/ stud�nts prousttd 
·All these students protested yesterday · 

b Gestem habe ich all( e) diese Bi.icher gelesen 
y�sterday hav� 1 all{ a/ th�s�{a/ books r�ad 
'I  read all these books yesterday.' 

ace. 

1 One poss1b1hty for salvag10g the Adverb-Q account, suggested to me by Alec Marantz (p.c.), IS to treat 
Ooated Qs as secondary predicates. nus 1s unhlcely to be correct for a number of reasons First. secondary 
predicates 1n German, hke pred1cate adJectives, do not show nominal agreement (see Suchsland 1 993). 
Second. they can occur 10 pos1t1ons where the Ooated Q cannot. as 10 (1): 

(i) a. ..da ungelesen ruemand deme BUcher zurtlclcbnngt 

b 
sinct unrtad no-one your boolcs brings. bark. 
• ... da aile memand de10e BUcher zurtlckbnngt. 
sinct all no-one your boolcs broughJ.bad has 

Third, while secondary predicates can be conJOined, as 10 (ua). they cannot occur separately 10 a single 
sentence, as 1n (11b). 

(ii) a. 

b 

Ellce hat deine BUcher neu und ungelesen zurtlclcgebracht. 
Elke has your boolcs MW and unrtad broughJ baclc 
�eu hat Ellce deme BUcher ungelesen zurUckgebracht 
new has Elke your boolcs unrtad broughl.back 

The pattern of grammat1cal1ty IS exactly reversed when we consider a Ooated Q and a secondary prediCate. A 
Ooated Q cannot be conjomed with a secondary predicate, but it can occur separate from one: 

(IIi) a •Etlce hat die BUcher ungetesen und aile zurtlclcgebracht. 

b. 
Elke has the boolcs unrtad and all broughJ.back 
Ungelesen hat Ellce die BUcher aile zurtlclcgebracht. 
unrtad has Elke the boolcs all broughJ back 

Fourth, quantifiers are not predicates. 
2 In the German glosses, I use [n] to mark nonunative, [a] accusative. [d) dative, and [g) gemtive. Case IS 
only marked on a plural noun tn the dat1ve: a final .,. is added 1f the plural does not end in -n or -s 3
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OBJECT SCRAMBLING AND Q·FLOA T IN GERMAN 1 83 

strong in Hebrew. But this usc of feature� differs significantly from that found in the work 
of Chomsky ( 1993) and others. In thc.\c work.'>, strong features cannot survive at PF and 
cause the derivation to crash if not eliminated; therefore, any strong features will force 
movement in the overt syntax. But this is not the case 1n Hebrew, where the DP can 
opuonally remain in situ. Shlonsky in the end docs not usc spec-head agreement to explain 
the facts of French; instead he assumes that agreement m French "is not a reflex of 
specifier-head coindcxing, as in Hebrew, but adjectival agreement, implemented perhaps 
by feature-copying" ( 1 99 1 :  179). In fact, the mimmalist usc of strong vs. weak features 1s 
in principle independent of any actual agreement morphology a language may show. 
Whether agreement in the relevant domains is rcalitcd morphologically is a language
particular matter and requires a separate account Languages d1ffer only in whether ccrtatn 
features must be checked pnor to Spell-Out (the strong features) or may be checked at LF 
(the weak features) 

In the case at hand, tt ts clear that this usc of strong vs. weak features cannot draw 
the correct distinction If for example aile had a strong N-fcature and all a weak one, we 
would expect contrary to fact that alit must always appear to the right of the associated DP. 
havmg forced its associated DP to raise overtly to Spcc-QP (and opening the possibility for 
further movement). 

There arc two ways in which bare all and inflected aile differ, and these two 
differences I believe will be the key to determining the proper account of these quantifiers 
The first. which we saw above, is the obv10us one: alit shows agreement. and all doesn't 
The second is semantic: there is a preference for a distributive reading with the inflected and 
floated quantifier, while a collective reading of the plural is preferred with the uninflected 
(sec Merchant 1996 for further discussion of the semantic differences). 

S1nce strength as a property of features IS orthogonal to whether those features are 
overtly man1fested on any lexical item, let us pursue an altemauve account whtch employs 
features wh1ch do not vary for strength. I would like to propose that the difference 
between all and alit denve.s from the stmple presence or absence of a feature on the 
quantifier, namely the feature wh1ch tS not orthogonal to overt realization, but rather 
deterrnme..� such realization If all- shows up inflected, 1t has this mflectional agreement 
feature, call it F; if it occurs uninflected, th1s feature is absent. This feature, which I 
assume does not have strong or weak values, if present, will have to be checked in a spec
head configuration at some point in the derivation. Crucially, however, there is nothing 
about the feature itself that indicates when It must be checked -- as long as it is checked by 
LF, the derivation converges (I follow Chomsky 1995: Ch.4 in assummg that agreement 
features are not mterpretable at LF, hence must be checked and eliminated m the course of 
the derivation). 

In the framework of Chomsky 1995, movement 1s only hcit 1f It has as a 
consequence that some feature 1s checked Each step in a derivation must result m the 
creation of a feature-checking relatiOn. For present purposes, th1s means that the 
movement of the DP from its base position as complement to Q to Spec-QP will have to 
check a feature. With inflected aile, F 1s present and such movement allows the DP to 
check F With uninflected all, F is absent and movement of the DP to Spec-QP will not 
result m a configuration where any feature is checked; such movement is therefore not 
possible 

Taking for the moment the case where the DP complement of aile has not moved 
further, then, we will have the two LFs given below: 

5
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OBJECf SCRAMBLING AND Q-FLOAT IN GERMAN 185 

groups capture some range of the facL�. building on the insight that scrambling shows a 
range of properttes typical of both A- and A'-movcment (sec the papers in Grcwendorf and 
Stemefeld 1990 and Corver and van Rlemsdijk 1 994). In thts section, I wtll show that the 
differences in the posttional dtstribution of aile stranded by subjects vs aiLe stranded by 
objects can best be accounted for if scrambling conststs of both kinds of movement: first, 
A-movement to the specifier of a functional projection. followed potentially by A'
movement to a higher adjunctton site (stmilar to the account given in Mahajan 1994). 

Besides the direct order of multiple arguments, one of the main probes in the 
analysts scrarnbhng and clause structure in general has been the relative order of arguments 
and adverbials Let us assume that adverbials adjotn to maximal projections only. Many 
researchers have accounted for the distributional properties of different classes of adverbs 
by assummg that each class adJOins to a parucular kind of maxJmal projection or is licensed 
by a particular kind of head (Jackendoff 1972, Bellert 1977, Bowers 1 993. Holmberg 
1993); in particular, Jonas and BobaiJtk 1 993 assume that sentenual adverbs adjoin to TP 
and manner adverbs to VP, where the baste clause structure ts that assumed in Chomsky 
1993: 

(9) (AgrSP (TP (AgrOP (yp 
Because of the positional variability of manner, temporal, and locative adverbials (see 
below), as well as modal particles such as ja. doch, mal, eben, sogar. etc. (see Weydt 
1977), I will use only the sentential adverbs (such as wahrscheinlich 'probably ' .  
mbglicherweise 'possibly'4), whose distribuuon is much more limited, as reliable tests for 
clausal structure, assuming that these latter adjoin only to TP. See especially Holmberg 
1993 for arguments establishing the positional restrictions of these adverbs. 

3. 2 I Stranding by subject movement 

Aile which onginates in the subject of an unaccusattve ( 1 0- 1 1 ) or unergattve ( 1 2-
1 3) can be stranded either to the left or to the right of both manner and sentential adverbs. 
(I use subordinate clauses in the following examples to abstract away from V2 effects as ts 
standard.) Since German is verb final, there is no principled way to ascertam the posiuon 
of alle directly preceding the verb. 

unaccusative 
( 10) a.  . . .  daB die Kinder wabrschejnlich aile eingesch1afen smd.5 

b. .. .daB die Kinder aiLe wabrscbejn1jcb eingescblafen sind. 
tlult the children (all) probably (all) fallen. asleep have 

( 1 1 ) a. .. .daB die Kinder � aiLe eingescblafen sind. 
b .  . .  .daB die Kinder alle � eingescblafen sind. 

that the children (all) quickly (all) fallen. asleep have 

unergative 
( 12) a.  . . .  da6 die Kinder wabrscbejnlicb aile getanzt baben. 

b. . . .daB die Kinder aile wabrscbejnlicb getanzt baben. 
that the children (all) probably (all) danced have 

( 1 3) a. .. .daB die Kinder� aile getanzt baben. 
b .  .. .daJ3 die Kinder alle � getanzt haben. 

4 Other kinds of adverbials that have also been called sentential. such as leultr 'unfortunately', have enough 
vanation lll thear placement to make them less reliable as a test for TP. 
5 I use Italics for the quantifier and underlintng for adverbaals, here and below, samply as an aad to the 
reader. llus typography is not meant to suggest focus llltonataon or the like whatsoever 7
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1 86 JASON MERCHANT 

that th� childrtn (all) quickly (a//) danced hav� 

That the (b) sentences need not represent the DP in spec-QP can be seen by the fact that the 
order aile > Adverb is also Licit in V2 main clauses: 

( 14) Die Kinder sind aile wahrscheinlich eingcschlafen. 
( 1 5) Dte Kinder smd alle schnell eingeschlafen. 
( 16) Die Kinder haben alle wahrscheinlich getanzt 
( 17) Die Kinder haben alle schnell getanzt 

The (b) sentences as they stand seem to be structurally ambiguous. Either the DP associate 
�� m Spec-QP as in ( 1 8), or it has moved out of the specifier and adjoined to AgrSP, giving 
( 19). 

( 1 8) IQP DP [Q t)) 

( 1 9) IAgrSP DP ( AgrSP (QP t' [Q t)] ... 

It IS only .stuctures equivalent to ( 1 9), where the DP has moved entirely out of the QP. that 
will be interesting to us. since only these will distinguish whether the QP h in an A- or an 
A'-position. One way to disambiguate is to have intervening material between the DP and 
the stranded QP, as m (20): 

(20) ... da die Kinder gestem aile wahrscheinlich getanzt haben . 
.since the childrm yesterday all probably danced have 

Here, aile is stranded in Spec-AgrSP and die Kinder has A'-adjoincd higher than the 
adverb &estun. Another way to disambiguate is prosodically. As Link 1 974: 1 06  and 
Vater 1979.22 point out, there are very clearly two po�ible pronunciations of an aile that 
Immediately follows its associate DP. Vater 1 979 gives the following example (adapted 
from Lmk 1 974): 

(2 1 )  *Die Regierungsvertret.cr aile verschwiegcn d1e Vorgange. 
the gov�m�nt.r�pru�ntatiws all wtr�.Ji/ent.about the procuding.f 

ll is worth quoting Vater on this point in full: 

"One note about [(21 )]: German has a construction with aile postposed within the 
NP to which it belongs: this aile is always unstressed, in contrast to floated aile. So 
when a sentence like [ (2 1 )1 is spoken, then [it is grammaucal] only w1th unstressed, 
non·floated aile (cf Lmk 1974: 106)"6 (Vater 1 979;22-23) 

In other words. ( 2 1 )  is grammaucal just m case aile 1� un tressed. We can interpret this 
fact naturally wtthm the present approach to Q-float in the following way. When the DP IS 
m Spcc-QP. 1t still forms a phrasal constttuent w1th the Q, and hence is a single prosod1c 
unn: th1s prosod1c difference IS rcalit...ed by not trcs ing the foot dominating aile. Such 
non-strcss1ng IS natural 1f we assume that the DP contains the pro odic head of the phrase 
and \.\ 11l thcrefore bear mam stress If the DP has moved out of the QP, on the other hand, 
the stranded Q forms its own mmimul prosodic word, which entruls that 1t must hear its 
own main stress. For the purposes of this invcsugauon, then. 1l is crucial to remember that 
the grammaucaltty Judgments are g1ven for th1s stressed aile, as Vater does m (2 1). 

6 � ((21 )I 1st anzumerlcen E5 g1bt 1m Dt e�ne Kon trulct10n mil nachgestelltern alit mnerhalb der NP. 
zu dcr es geMn, du:sc alit 1 t 1mmer unbetont. 1m Gcgen�tz zu dern geOoatetcn aile Wenn abo eln Satz 
wtc [(21)) geauBcrt w1rd. dann nur mn unbetontcm. n•cht-genoatetem aUt (vgl Lmk 1974, 106) " 

8
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OBJECT SCRAMBLING AND Q-FLOAT IN GERMAN 187 

The structure for aile to the left of all adverbtals is given tn (22) The subject QP 
has moved into Spec-AgrSP, an A-position, where aile is stranded by movement of the DP 
out of the QP to a position adjoined to AgrSP. This movement is licit if composed of two 
steps. The first step. movement to Spec-QP, is licit for reasons we have discussed above. 
The second movement, adjunction to an XP. is presumably not licensed by the same 
mechanisms explored earlier. What permits this second movement to occur? Ttus ts 
simply another way of asking what permits scrambling to occur at all. I will follow MUller 
& Stemefeld 1993. 1 994 in assuming that certain languages make thts type of adjunction 
movement available, and others do not; these movements typically give rise to a number of 
discourse function related effects and subtleties that are not our concern here. Thus, for 
our purposes, adjunction of a DP (or QP) to an XP clausal projection is a freely available 
option in German. 

(22) Subject-stranding of aile in Spec-AgrSP, to the left of sentential adverbials 

AgrSP 
� 

[die Kinder], AgrSP 
� 

[t,' [alle till} TP 

wahrsc�TP 
� 

� AgrOP 

�p 
� 

schnell VP 

lj g�n 

It is still worth asking at this point why extractions from a subject are grammatical at all. 
Given the systems developed in Chomsky 1986, for example. a DP in subject position 
should be a barrier to extraction of subconstituents. A number of points should be made 
with regard to these extractions. First. the constituent being extracted in Q-float is different 
from that in typical test cases. In Q-float, we have the DP complement of a Q, not the 
complement of an N or P. But the crucial factor is that the QP whose specifier the extractee 
passes through is in an A-position. Here, A-positions have been identified with the 
specifiers of clausal functional projections (AgrSP, TP, AgrOP -- as in Chomsky 1 99 1 ,  
Mahajan 1990 and much subsequent work) and the base positions inside the V P  to which 
theta-roles are assigned. We will see below that what makes this movement licit is not 
simply that the DP can pass through the QP's specifier, but that this QP must be in an A
position. 

Let us assume then that thls is the correct generalization, without pursuing here a 
more technical account, though one can easily be imagined (cf. Chomsky 1 986, Rizzi 
1990): movement from the specifier of an XP. XP in an A-position, is licit. This cannot be 
a property solely of German, since Q-float is present in English as well; in fact. Q-float in 
English is usually assumed to be possible only from subjects (Dowty & Brodie's ( 1 984) 
system is constructed to allow for only this possibility, for example). So whatever bars 
extraction from subjects in general clearly must be able to distinguish Q-float from illicit 
movements (see Grewendorf 1988, Webelhuth 1992 for a discussion of extraction from 
subjects in German). 

9
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188 JASON MERCHANT 

3.2.2 Stranding by object movemLnt 

Turning now to stranding by object movement, we notice a curious asymmetry to 
the subject cases just examined: while aile stranded from a subject can appear to the left or 
right of sentential adverbial.s like wahrschemlich (adjoined to TP), aile stranded from an 
object cannot: 

(23) a. 
b .  

... daB Max die Bucher wahrscbeinlicb aile gelesen hat. 
• . . . da6 Max die Bi.icher aile wabrscbemlicb gelesen hat.7 

that Max the books (all) probably (all) read has 

An object-stranded aile can however appear either to the left or right of a manner 
adverbial: 

(24) a 
b .  

. . .  da6 Max d1e Bucher Kb.nd.l aile gelesen hat. 
• . .  daB Max die Bucher aile � gelesen hat. 

that Max the books (all) quickly (all) read has 

The asymmetry of (23) vs. (24) follows from the hierarchical arrangement of the 
functional proJections within the clause, namely that TP dominates AgrOP, and standard 
account.s of the ungrammaucalny of extraction from adjoined phrases. Before seeing m 
detail how this follows, we need to establi�h that extraction from adjoined phrcises is rndecd 
ungrammatical in German. 

Both wh-movement and scrambling out of an adjunct temporal clause IS impossible: 

(25) •Welche Bucher ist er g�torben (bevor er t lesen konntc]? 
whteh hooks is he died before he read could 
'which books did he die before he could rend? 

(26) •Dann ist cr die Bucher gestorben (bevor er t lesen konnte) 
then is he the books died before he read could 
'then he died before he was able tO read the books' 

Q-tloat cases are parallel in every rc$pecl. The follllwing example!> show that aile carrnot be 
tr.mded by movement of 1t.s assoc1atcd DP in an adjoined position . 

(27) 

(28) 

. . .  daB se1ne Kindcl)abre Max IAgr()P aile (vp dort verbracht hat)] 
that hi:. childhood.)tars Max all there spent has 

• ... da6 seine Kinderjabre Max (vp aile (vp dort geblieben istJJ 
that his childhood. ) ears Max all there stayed is 

(argument) 

(adjunct] 

In (27) (seme Kmderjabre] is part of the obJect of the verb \'trlmngen, and bas cram bled 
to the left of the subject, stranding aile m spec-AgrOP. In (28), on the other band, the 
temporal phrase (aile seine KmderJabre] IS an adJoined adverbial, not selected by the verb 
blt1ben, and hence movement out of 1ts posJtton 1s illicn (note that the adverbial does no1 
move into AgrOP, it.s case being licensed by some other mechanism; see Larson 1985, 
McCawley I 987 on bare NP-advcrhials) Assuming the theory of adjunct cxtracllons of 
Chomsky I 986, movement out of an adjunct wtll always give nse at least to a subJaeency 
VJ013110n 

7 Recall that thi grammattcaluy Judgment refer to the sentence wtth stressed all� The sentence 1mproves 
marked I) 1f alit 1 unsu�. mdu:attng no movement out of the QP 

10
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OBJECf SCRAMBLING AND Q·FLOA T IN GERMAN 1 89 

With this in mind, we can now understand the contrast in (23) and (24). The 
ungrammaticality of (23b) arises because this word order with stressed alit could only 
come about by stranding the quantifier. But in order for alit to be stranded to the left of 
wahr.schtinlich, which adjoins only to TP. there would have to be some specifier landmg 
site for the object [aile die Bucher] higher than TP, contrary to fact. Since there is no A· 
position landing site for objects above TP, the only way an object can appear to the left of a 
sentential adverb is by adjunction to TP or to AgrSP, from which position further 
extraction is impossible. The relevant structures arc the following: 

(29) Object-stranding of alit in Spec·AgrOP, to the right of sentential adverbials 
AgrSP 

� 
Max TP 

[die B� 
wahrsch� 

� 
AgrOP 

� 
[t;' [aile t;]]j VP 

� 
schnell VP 

t�at 
(23b) is ruled out by the impossibility of the movement indicated in (30): 

(30) Impossible to strand object-a/It in adjoined position 

AgrSP 
� 

Max TP 
� 

[die Bucher]; TP 

G·r� 
wahrscheinlich TP 

3. 2. 3 Non·stl'ltential adverbials and stranded alle 

The following examples indicate the danger of assuming unique adjunction sites even for 
functionally similar adverbials. 

(3 1 )  a. . .. daB die Vorlesungen dieNtUS alk urn 14 Ubr stattfmden. 
thai t� lectures Tuesdays all at 2pm take.ploct 

b.  . .. daB Max die Kart.en dgn alit upt.erm Sofa gefunden hat. 
that Max the cards there aU under. the couch found has 

If the account given here for the stranding of aile is correct, these adverbials must be 
adjoined to different XPs, as for instance in (32): 

(32) daB Max [w die Kart.en [wdort [w T lAgrOP aile t (vp unt.erm Sofa (vp t gefunden hat 11
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(36) a. 

b. 

OBJECT SCRAMBLING AND Q-FLOAT IN GERMAN 

•wcr hat was gcstem 1m Kiihlschrank fUr Karoucn gelassen? 
who has what ytstuday in.tht rtfriguator for carrots left 
•von dciner Party waren Karouen noch gestem viele im Klihlschrank 

from \'OUr party wtrt carrot.\ still yestuday many in.tht rqrigtrator 

1 9 1  

This second point is also made with respect to split-topicalitation by Bayer & Komfilt 
( 1994: 33). who point out that "cases of IP-10temal top1cahtation are ungrammatical", 
especially adjunction to VP, which is "truly offending" (cf. also Bayer 1987). 

In add1t1on, the moved constituent in was-fur split and split-topicalization is a 
wh-phrase and NP (bare plurals, 10 standard German), respectively, while in Q-float it is a 
dcfmite DP. Further, split-topicalization occurs only with nominatives and accusatives (v. 
Riemsdijk 1989), while Q-float can occur w1th any case. 

These contrasts are offered here to show that there is little reason to assume that the 
account given here for Q-float will extend to was-ftir spill and split-topicalization, or vice 
versa. 

3.4 Summary 

This section has shown that the subject/object asymmetry between the pos1uons in 
which a stranded alit can appear supports an articulated clausal structure with AgrSP and 
TP dominating AgrOP, and with sentential adverbs adjoining only to TP. ALit was seen to 
strand only in A-positions: either in 1ts base position w1thin the VP, or in the specifier of a 
functional projection -- Spec-AgrSP for subjects, and Spec-AgrOP for objects Aile cannot 
be stranded in adjo10ed A'-positions (including those created by scrambhng}; this is 
expected, since extraction from adjomed phrases is in general ungrammatical in German as 
10 English. A clause structure that did not posit a difference between A-posiuons for 
objects and those for subjects higher 10 the clause than VP -- here identified with AgrSP 
and AgrOP -- will have no way of capturing the subject/object asymmetnes w1th respect to 
the positions of their respective floated quantifiers. 

4 Conclusions 

This paper has examined the phenomenon of Q-float in German and has provtded a 
number of arguments for conclusions about the nature of Q-float. feature checking. clause 
structure, and scrambling. 

The Q-stranding approach to Q-float was shown to provide a natural account of the 
nominal agreement paradigms seen with quantifiers, and was demonstrably superior to its 
nearest competiuor. The Adverb-Q approach was ad hoc and made the false prediction that 
other adverbials should show agreement as well. This conclusion supports Sportiche's 
( 1988) analysis of Q-float in a general way, but specifically Shlonsky's ( 1 99 1 )  refmement. 
which makes the Q head conform to X-bar principles. Having a specifier as an obligatory 
intermediate landing site for extraction from the nominal phrase also brings this type of 
extraction into line with well-investigated typologies of extraction from nominals. 

Inflected allt differs from bare all only in the presence of an agreement feature. 
This feature, present only on aile, is non-interpretable and must be checked in a spec-head 
relation by LF. This ensures that the DP complement will raise, either overtly or covertly 
Uninflected all, lacking the agreement feature, cannot license the raising of its complement 
This derives the fact that all cannot be stranded. 

13
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